[Organisation of the hemisphere interaction in preschool children and in adults during mental speech production and speech perception].
The main goal of this study was to investigate reorganisation of the EEG systemic interactions spatial structure during mental speech production in preschool children: generating sentences from the set of words and generating words from the set of phonemes. In both cases, interhemisphere biopotential relations significantly increased as compared with the baseline (resting with closed eyes). Results of the EEG cross-correlation and coherent analyses showed that during verbal tasks marked intensification of hemisphere interaction was observed. High coefficients of statistic similarity between intercortical interactions patterns in adults and children during sentence and words generating were observed (SC = 0.71 & 0.62 respectively). Opposite to that, lesser coefficients of statistic similarity were observed between these two groups during grammar and semantic mistakes identification (SC < or = 0.50). According to this data we could expect a relatively high maturation level of central mechanisms which underlie the processes of speech production rather than mechanisms which underlie grammar and semantic mistakes identification in preschool children.